MCAS TUSTIN YOUNG MARINES ‐ PROMOTION WORKSHEET

YM PFC Qualifications
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Description
Able to execute Quick Time march when given the proper command and describe Quick
Time in his/her words
Able to execute Double Time when given the proper command and describe Double Time in
his/her own words
Able to execute Mark Time when given the proper command
Able to execute Halt when given the proper command
While in formation (Squad or Team online), able to execute the proper movement to form
Column from line when given the proper command
Can describe the only modifications that the UC can make to the official uniform
Knows what style boots can be worn with the YM uniform
Knows how to mark all articles of the YM Uniform.
Knows the ranks in the Basic, Junior, Senior and Advanced group.
Knows which 2 YM ranks are billets only
Knows the relationship between the YM's and the Marine Corps. League.
Knows the relationship between the YM's and the Marine Corps.
Knows what the Terms of the Marine jargon ( in White Only)
Knows what the acronym C.O.L.D stands for
Knows where to place heavy objects in a backpack
Describe the defensive measures taken to protect against poison ivy
Can describe the defensive measures taken to protect against insects
Can describe what to do if bitten by a tick
Can describe how to store food containers in the field
Can describe theeffects and treatment of hypothermia
Can describew the effects and treatment of frostbite
Can describe how to protect against heat exhaustion and heat stroke
Knows the 2 main ways of telling if you are dehydrating
Can name 2 methods to help avoid being struck by lightening
Understands how to travel at night
Can describe what minimum camping impact means
Can describe how to walk in pristine areas
Knows where not to dump waste water
Can describe the dimensions of a field latrine
Knows how far away from a ground water source latrines or cat holes should be dug
Knows how far away from a ground water source the washing site should be
Can name 3 ways to care for a rope
Can tie a thumb knot
Can tie a figure eight know
Can tie a double figure eight knot
Can tie a reef knot
Can tie a clove hitch
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Can tie a half hitch
Can describe 3 different types of maps
Can describe how to care for their map
Knows the 2 scales used on topographical maps
Knows what a map scale of 1:50,000 means
Has completed DDR class requirement of 3 hours of instructions per quarter
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Team Leader duties: Did the YM ensure that their team was squared away for inspections?
Team Leader duties: Did the YM make responsible decisions on their safety and the safety
of their teammates?
Team Leader duties: Did the YM ensure that their team was taken care of before
themselves?
Did the YM know the meaning of good citizenship?
Did the YM know the responsibility of citizenship?
Did the YM in their own words, provide a short history of the US Flag?
Did the YM know the name of the seamstress who was supposed to have sewn the first
flag?
Explain the Ten Tips on healthy eating in their own words
Without aids, did the YM describe the food pyramid?
Did the YM pass the PFT?
Does the YM's PFT score continue to improve?
Know and understand the Good Samaritan Law for California?
Does the YM Carry a personal first aid kit with them containing at a minimum, the
prescribed items?
Did the YM earn the Basic First Aid Ribbon Award?
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REQUIRED SCHOOLS & OTHER QUALIFICATIONS
Completed

Date

Description
Basic First Aid

ONCE ALL QUALIFICATION HAVE BEEN MET YOU ARE READY FOR YOUR ORAL BOARD
FILL OUT THE ORAL BOARD REQUEST FORM AND TURN IT IN AT CHECK‐IN
ORAL BOARD
You will need to be able to do the following during your Oral Board:
1. Recite the YM creed from memory
2. Recite the YM obligation from memory
3. Recite the Pledge of Allegiance from memory

